
THE MASTERCRAFT TIRES DIFFERENCE

COURSER AXT  
The Courser AXT is a true all-terrain tyre with great off -road capabilities and all-weather performance. This tyre 
features a SUV carcass construction, the perfect alternative that sits between a P-Metric and a light truck tyre.

•  Aggressive Off -Road Performance
Designed to tackle tough conditions, alternating shoulder scallops provide superior 
handling and traction to increase off -road traction of the tyre.

•  Enhanced Stone Drilling Protection 
Stone ejector ribs and ramped tread edges help reduce stone retention by dislodging 
rocks and releasing stones to  prevent tyre damage.

•  Increased Traction
Wider, zig-zag shaped circumferential grooves provide traction and grip in softer 
surfaces like sand and dirt.

GUARANTEED TO LAST UP TO 60,000KMS*

GUARANTEED TO LAST 60,000KMS*GUUARANTEEED TO LLAST 60,000KMLSR GRAND TOURING

The LSR Grand Touring represents the latest in luxury, all-season touring performance for a wide range of 
passenger vehicles. The LSR Grand Touring is built around innovative design and technology that delivers a 
well-blended and balance of all-season performance and long tread life.

  Excellent Hydroplane Resistance
Four, wide circumferential grooves designed to evacuate water out of the tread contact 
area, provide excellent hydroplane resistance. 

  Even Wear
The chamfered edges applied to the tread elements help to promote even wear.

  Improved Handling and Control
SCSTM (Stability Control Sipes) is an innovative technology that allows the tread elements 
of the tyre to interlock which provides more surface area contact witht the road. 
This improves tyre handling to give you more confi dence and better control.

  Excellent Wet Traction
The high-content silica tread compound improves traction in wet conditions, reduces 
heat generated by the tyre and lowers rolling resistance for better fuel mileage. 

AVENGER G/T
The Avenger G/T is a cosmetic radial tyre available in a subtle black sidewall or an eye-catching raised white 
letter sidewall that retains the character of the old ‘muscle car’.

•  Designed for Muscle Cars
With a smooth sidewall and unique block raised white letters this tyre fi ts perfectly 
with the look of traditional muscle cars.

•  Resists Uneven Wear for Longer Life
A notched solid centre rib along with slotted tread blocks resists uneven wear.

•  All-Season Traction
The four wide circumferential grooves allow increased water evacuation and superior 
wet traction.

A/S IV
This A/S IV fi ts a variety of older vehicles and is available in select white sidewall sizes, perfect for making a 
statement in your classic car.

•  White Strip Sidewall
A smooth white strip on the sidewall creates a style in tune with classic vehicles.

•  Excellent Wet Grip
Wide circumferential grooves along with lateral grooves allow for improved wet grip.

•  Excellent Air Retention
Using a halobutyl inner liner provides excellent air retention for low mileage use.
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WARRANTY                                WARRANTY

All Mastercraft tyres are made to meet America’s stringent quality standards. With over 
100 years experience in making high mileage tyres, Mastercraft tyres come with a lifetime 
replacement warranty as well as a writen mileage warranty ranging from 45,000 - 60,000*kms.

 *Terms and conditions apply see page 29.

Mastercraft Tires has a range of tread designs to match every driver’s needs. On top of this, Mastercraft Tires 
have deeper treads and higher treadwear ratings for durability and longevity. That’s the reason, they are 
backed up with a mileage warranty. 

Treadwear ratings displayed on the sidewall for longevity and reliability

Manufactured in America with outstanding durability and guaranteed to last up to 60,000kms. 
This mileage warranty is only possible because most Mastercraft tyres have extremely high treadwear 
ratings (a benchmark set by the National Highway Traffi  c Safety Administration Authority in the USA called 
the Uniform Tyre Quality Grade). The treadwear rating system was designed by the US Government to give 
consumers a reliable way to compare tyre quality – the rating is displayed on the sidewall of more than 90% 
of tyres sold in Australia – alongside a traction rating that is also independently verifi ed. Use this rating to 
understand why Mastercraft tyres last so much longer than competing products and represent great value 
for money.

Backed up with a Mileage Warranty and a Lifetime Replacement Warranty

Mastercraft tyres come with a written mileage warranty ranging from 50,000 to 60,000 kilometres. We 
guarantee that you will get a certain amount of kilometres out of every Mastercraft tyre you buy. Mastercraft 
Tires also comes with an Australia-wide lifetime replacement warranty against manufacturing faults for the 
life of the tyre. See page 29 to learn more. 

The reason why Mastercraft Tires have deeper treads is because it has a strong carcass construction with 
wider and stronger steel belts under the tread to allow Mastercraft Tires to increase the width of the tread 
surface and produce deeper treads.

Mastercraft Tires use chemically bonded silica rubber compounds derived from ultra-high performance tyre 
technology, giving enhanced all-weather grip and longer life.
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